
Dear Light-Shining Saints, 

October 21st marks the date on which Thomas Edison successfully tested an electric incandescent lamp with a 

carbonized filament at his laboratory in Menlo Park, New Jersey. On that date in 1879, he was able to keep the lamp lit for 13 

hours. We all learned of Thomas Edison’s genius during our years in school. We also learned of the work of others who were 

also trying to find a way to develop light from electricity. Edison’s life exemplifies hard work and endurance. The following 

quote is very well known: “None of my inventions came by accident. I see a worthwhile need to be met and I make trial after 

trial until it comes. What it boils down to is one per cent inspiration and ninety-nine per cent perspiration”. While many may 

regard Edison as being modest in his self-assessment, the truth is that he ascertained a goal and followed through with its 

achievement regardless of the hard work or sacrifice necessary. There may be a lesson for Christians in this. 

 The familiar song, This Little Light of Mine I’m Going to Let It Shine, is a reminder of our need to share our gift of the 

Holy Spirit and God’s grace with others. It also is a reminder that we are to keep it lit and shining bright. Edison’s first lamp 

stayed lit for 13 hours. Light bulbs today, in some cases will stay lit for thousands of hours. In the beginning of our walk with 

the Lord, we may not have been able to keep our light going for very long. But, through faithful trust in the pathway before 

us, we have been able to keep our lights going constantly and ever brighter. Thomas Edison’s claim that the ability to invent 

was more work than inspiration may apply somewhat to our own faith experiences. We are given the gift of salvation without 

our own effort, but we keep our flame lit by constant prayer, dedication, and effort to proclaim the Gospel. 

 Our first inclination early in our Christian experience is to go out and tell everyone what we know. We are like a light 

that suddenly grows bright right before it extinguishes. Indeed some grow weary early on and their light grows dim. Some 

even lose their light and live in darkness. But, we know that through a community of faith, we form the electrical lines which 

create the networks necessary to share our light with others. The goal is world-wide knowledge of the Gospel. While 

Christians may be inspired to accomplish that goal, that inspiration is only a small percentage of what is needed. We are 

called to give ourselves totally to the Lord. Not 99%, but 100%. This goal can only be met by a lot of work and effort of 

dedicated Christians. All of this effort is put forth without thought of payment. Our work is not necessary for redemption. We 

have already been redeemed. That is the inspiration. When we feel that, we then are moved to live into the experience of 

God’s Kingdom by sharing the good news with others.  

Grace and Peace 

Pastor Dennis 

 


